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Maximize efficiency with versatile
document capture and distribution tools.

>

Productive, Personalized Workflows
When it comes to optimizing document-driven processes, you need
a simple, yet powerful way to manage paper, PDFs, and Microsoft®
Office files—all with a single solution. The Personal Paperless Document
Manager v2 (PPDMv2) does just that. PPDMv2 provides a comprehensive
platform for document scanning and distribution that integrates seamlessly
with Savin multifunction printers (MFPs). This versatile solution simplifies
the creation of customized workflows for scanning, converting, combining,
and sharing any mix of documents—no matter what the original format.
With PPDMv2, it’s never been easier to maximize personal productivity,
reduce document-related costs, and support green office initiatives for
better organizational performance and bottom-line results.

When you walk up to the MFP and log in, the touch-screen interface presents a complete list of your pre-configured and
personalized scanning and distribution workflows—each available with the simple press of a button.
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PPDM allows users to customize MFP touchscreen interfaces directly from a desktop PC,
without the need for IT intervention.

Users authenticate to the MFP and are given access
to all customized workflows from their desktop.

Combine scanned and electronic files from
multiple formats into a cohesive PDF file that can
be shared, stored or printed.

Convenient, Comprehensive Scanning

Fast, Flexible Distribution

Create personalized scanning workflows right from your
desktop computer.

Distribute documents quickly and easily. PPDMv2 makes it easier
than ever to send paper and electronic files from Savin MFPs to
virtually any destination.

• Take the guesswork out of routing scanned documents. Just define
a workflow—complete with distribution instructions—at your
computer. When you log in at the Savin MFP, the touch-screen
interface automatically presents your personalized scanning
destinations.
• Complete routine office tasks, like document conversion and
distribution, with unparalleled speed and ease. With PPDMv2,
you don’t have to reprogram scan-to destinations every time you
use the MFP.
• Scan files in your preferred format directly to your computer or
Microsoft® SharePoint® in the fewest possible steps.
• Create your personal workflows and scanning preferences at your
desktop and access them at any ESA-enabled Savin MFP on the
network. Because PPDMv2 makes it easy to create or change
settings, you don’t need to rely on IT for assistance.
• Reduce paper usage and support sustainability by converting
more paper into digital files that can be edited, stored, managed,
and distributed electronically. It’s a great way to go green and
save money.
• Find content quickly with the intelligent Looks Like Search™ feature
that locates phone numbers, e-mail addresses, Social Security
numbers, and more via alphanumeric pattern rather than exact text.
You can automatically highlight, redact, underline, or cross-out
search results for fast, easy document review and editing.

• Replace manual, paper-based processes with efficient, costeffective document distribution via email, the Web, document
management systems and other electronic tools. You’ll waste
less paper and toner for significant cost savings and a greener
workplace.
• Send scanned files to e-mail systems, FTP sites, Web folders and
content management systems that support ODMA clients. You can
even convert files into a readable format for the Amazon Kindle®.
• Enjoy standard support for Microsoft SharePoint. Send scanned
files to—or retrieve files from—SharePoint servers with just a few
simple clicks.
• Capture text from any document conveniently and accurately using
a digital camera or smartphone. As the image is converted to a
text file, PPDMv2’s unique 3D Correction technology automatically
compensates for skew and distortion.
• Combine document scanning options, conversion formats, and
routing destinations into one seamless operation available via the
push of a button on the Savin MFP’s touch-screen interface.
• Open and save PDF files directly from your desktop computer
with standard native support for Microsoft SharePoint as well
as Enterprise Content Management (ECM) applications from
Interwoven, Open Text, and LexisNexis.
• Take advantage of advanced workflow capabilities to combine
complex document conversion and routing operations into one
easy, automatic step.
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Optimize PDF Productivity

Complete File Transformation

PPDMv2 lets you assemble documents with unprecedented ease.
Just drag and drop source files or pages from those files—XPS,
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, WordPerfect, JPG, BMP, TIF, and more—
to automatically convert them to PDF and add them into the PDF file.

PPDMv2 provides access to advanced document conversion tools
that set a new standard for ease, versatility and accuracy.

• Scan, create and combine 100% industry-standard PDF files that are
compatible with, but do not require Adobe® Acrobat.
• Share color documents easily with PDF-MRC compression scanning
that produces PDF files that are up to eight times smaller than
conventional JPEGs. This means fewer e-mail bounce-backs due to
attachment file size limitations.
• View documents from different folders, such as one from your
computer and another from Microsoft SharePoint, using the
innovative split-desktop feature.
• Protect sensitive PDF files with 128-bit encryption, permission
controls and user passwords.
• Create searchable PDF files to easily locate text within scanned
files—right from your desktop PC or an enterprise document
management system.
• Organize, share, and secure document groups easily and effectively
using PDF Portfolios.

• Never retype another document. Convert paper and PDFs into
editable text documents in seconds. Hyper-binary conversion
improves Optical Character Recognition (OCR) accuracy by 42%.
• Make any static form “fillable” instantly with FormTyper™. Logical
Form Recognition™ technology detects form fields, check boxes,
and other elements for more accurate form conversion.
• Extract data from filled PDF or printed forms into spreadsheets or
databases. For example, you can automatically collect employee
information from a benefits form and convert it into a spreadsheet
that can be sorted and searched.
• Transform paper and PDF files into WAV audio files that you can
listen to anytime, anywhere—even on your MP3 player.

SPECIFICATIONS
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS — DESKTOP APPLICATIONS
PPDMv2 Desktop Module 12, PPDMv2 OCR Module 17, PPDMv2 PDF Converter 7

A computer with an Intel® Pentium® III processor or equivalent. Dual-Core or Quad-Core processor
recommended for advanced performance.
Microsoft Windows® XP (32-bit) SP3, Windows Vista® (32-bit/64-bit) SP2, Windows 7 (32-bit/64-bit)
Microsoft Internet Explorer 7.0 or above
512 MB RAM (1 GB recommended)

Easy, Effective Editing
Change, edit, and mark up the information in PDFs quickly and easily
—without the need for separate software applications.

1.4 GB free hard disk space for applications and sample files plus additional 70 MB working
space during installation
SVGA monitor with 256 colors, preferably 16-bit color (called Medium Color in Windows XP
and Vista) and 800 x 600 pixel resolution
Windows-compatible pointing device

• Perform a wide range of editing operations: annotate, redact, or
highlight text; clean up scanned images; touch up text and images;
add stamps, watermarks and Bates stamping.

To save DOCX, XLSX and PPTX files (for Microsoft Office 2007/2010 applications such as Word,
Excel and PowerPoint) or to load and save XPS files (XML Paper Specification), users need
Microsoft .NET Framework 3.0 (Microsoft .NET Framework 3.0 is part of the Windows Vista and
Windows 7 operating systems.)

• Copy graphics, charts, and text from PDF files and place them in
Microsoft Word, Excel® or PowerPoint® with formatting intact.

A computer with an Intel® Pentium® III processor or equivalent. Dual-Core or Quad-Core processor
recommended for advanced performance.

• Streamline collaboration using sticky notes and highlighting tools that
allow you to add comments or emphasize text or images during the
review process. Combine comments into one master document for a
quick, complete view of all feedback.
• Add bookmarks and hyperlinks in a document, or embed a link so
readers can skip ahead to important information quickly.
• Energize conventional PDF documents with application, audio or
video files, including Adobe® Flash® or Microsoft® Silverlight®.
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS — PPDM PSP DELIVERY MODULE 3

Microsoft Windows® XP (32-bit) SP3, Windows Server 2003 (32-bit/64-bit) SP2, Windows Server
2008 (32-bit/64-bit) SP2, Windows 7 (32-bit/64-bit)
Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) 5.1, 6.0, 7.0 (only on Microsoft® Windows® 2008
Server), or 7.5 (only on Microsoft® Window® 7), installed with “World Wide Web Services”
Microsoft Internet Explorer 7.0 or above
512 MB RAM, 1 GB recommended
60 MB free hard disk space for application files plus additional 20 MB working space
during installation
SVGA monitor with 256 colors, preferably 16-bit color and 800 x 600 pixel resolution
Windows-compatible pointing device
Microsoft .NET Framework version 2.0 SP1 (installed automatically, if necessary)
Java Runtime Environment™ (JRE) version 1.5 or later (JRE 1.6.21 is installed automatically,
if necessary)

